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Abstract. A good amount of research within the last few decades has been
focusing on computational models of emotion and the relationships they have
with human emotional processes and how they affect the surrounding
environments. The study of emotions is interdisciplinary and ranges from basic
human emotion research, like in psychology, to the social sciences studies
present in sociology. The interactions between those and the computational
sciences are becoming a challenge. One particular challenge that is presented in
this paper is the study of collaborative emotions within a Collaborative
Network (CN) environment. A CN is composed of different participants with
different interaction characteristics such as, expectations, will to cooperate and
share, leadership, communication, and organizational abilities, among others.
This paper presents an approach, based on system dynamics and agent-based
modeling, to model the emotional state of an individual member of the network
(via a non-intrusive way).Some simulation results illustrate the approach.
Keywords: Emotions, Collaborative Emotions, Collaborative Networks,
System Dynamics, Agent-Based Modeling.

1 Introduction
Nowadays the area of Collaborative Networks (CNs) is being challenged by the
necessity of improvements not only in technical terms but also in relation to social
interactions among their participating members. According to some research in sociotechnical systems [1, 2], the failure of large complex systems, such as CNs, is not
directly related to the technology neither to the operational systems that compose
them. Rather, they fail because they do not recognize the social and organizational
complexity of the environment in which these systems are deployed. A survey
conducted by Morris et al. [2] highlights that neglecting social and organizational
complexity can cause large, and often serious, technological failures and also
recognize that there is a need to provide “human-tech” friendly systems with
cognitive models of human factors like stress, emotion, trust, leadership, expertise, or
decision-making ability.
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Emotion is an important factor in human cognition and social communication [3]
and has been used as a mean of interaction in several fields of science like
psychology, sociology, AI, and HCI with the use of emotional agents. In this context,
a large amount of research within the last few decades has been focusing on
computational models of emotion and the relationship they have with human
emotional processes and how they affect the surrounding environments.
A new approach that is expected to improve the performance of existing CNs,
namely the collaboration sustainability and interactions, is introduced here by
adopting some of the models developed in the psychology, sociology and affective
computing areas. The idea is to “borrow” the concept of human emotion and apply it
within the context of a CN environment, turning it into a more “human-tech” friendly
system without being intrusive, i.e. without violating the intimacy of each member.
When thinking about complex systems such as CNs that are composed of several
nodes representing organizations, SMEs, large companies, among others,
collaborating with the aim to achieve a purpose, it is reasonable to imagine that all of
these entities interacting might also generate “emotions” that would be affected by the
dynamics of the collaborative environment. Thus, the emotional state of each
participating organization (CN Member) would contribute to the assessment of the
collective emotional state of the CN and in this way contribute for its wellfunctioning. The individual emotional state of a member would affect its performance
and relationships within the CN [4]. In this paper, it is assumed that the modeling of
individual emotions will allow a CN Administrator to have a better understanding of
each member’s reality within the network environment.
In this context, the main research question guiding this work is: What could be a
suitable modeling framework to support the concept of collaborative emotions and
assist on simulation experiments in order to understand the behavioral dynamics
within a collaborative networked environment?
The modeling framework developed to give an answer to this research question is
based on System Dynamics and Agent-based Modeling and Simulation. System
Dynamics allow the understanding of the behavior of each member over time. Agentbased models and simulation offer a good representation of the real-world
environments with appropriate level of complexity and dynamism and allow to
explain (simulate) a variety of situations and behaviors through selection of scenarios,
which are difficult to analyze with the traditional approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 identifies the
relationship of this work to smart systems; Section 3 gives a brief overview of the
psychological and computational models of emotion; Section 4 presents the proposed
modeling framework; Section 5 presents the model implementation and the
simulation results; and finally Section 6 concludes and identifies the future work.

2 Relationship to Smart Systems
The current increase of systems complexity and the fast growing hyper connectivity
raises the necessity to have mechanisms to assess the behavior of such systems. Their
complex dynamism not only incorporates technological and operational mechanisms
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but also integrates social and organizational constructs [1, 2], becoming sociotechnical systems. These socio-technical systems are composed of complex intelligent
sub-systems with a vast degree of autonomy and tendentiously configured as
collaborative systems.
In this direction, the work presented in this paper proposes an approach to bridge
the gap between the technological and social aspects. The introduction of the concept
of collaborative emotions to complex collaborative systems, contributes to a new
generation of hyper-connected smart socio-technical systems [5].

3 Emotions and Computational Models of Emotion
Emotions are unique to each human being and deviations from person to person are
the result of each person’s genes and the involved environment in conjunction.
Emotions can be distinguished from feelings, affects, moods, and sentiments.
Emotions are driven by specific events, actions or objects. They are more dynamic
and episodic processes than moods, which are generally less intense [6, 7], longer
lasting [8] and not directed at specific stimuli or event[9], although this distinction is
more often made theoretically than empirically [10]. Affect is a broader term and can
be defined as a valence evaluation in reference to the self [11]. Put simply, affect is an
umbrella concept that covers a broad range of feelings, indicating if something is
good or bad for oneself. Affect is often used as the denominator for both emotion and
mood [12]. Sentiments are, according to Gordon: "socially constructed pattern[s] of
sensations, expressive gestures, and cultural meanings organized around a
relationship to a social object, usually another person... or group such as a family"
[13].
Numerous theories involving the origins, mechanisms and nature of emotions have
been generated over the years. This is a challenge since emotions can be analyzed
from many different perspectives. All of the classic theories of emotion have fallen
under criticism at various times, though many modern theorists still use them as a
basis to work from. The most known theoretical models of emotion are [14]:
1. Physiological or Somatic Emotion Theories [15-17]: concede that emotions
are primary to cognitive processes [17]. Prior to analyzing a perceived object,
and even before recording any impressions, the (human) brain is able to
immediately invoke an emotion associated with this object.
2. Basic Emotion Theories [3, 18-22]: adopt a certain number of basic emotions.
The fundamental assumption is that a specific event triggers a specific affect
corresponding to one of the basic emotions producing physiological response
mostly through facial expressions.
3. Appraisal Theories of Emotion [23-27]: suggest that before the occurrence of
emotion, there are certain cognitive processes that analyze stimuli [25, 28]. In
such a way, the emotions are related to a certain history of a human (agent or
robot). The relation to the history should follow the process of recognition (since
the objects and their relations to the agent’s emotion should be first recognized).
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Thus, the appraisal theory postulates a certain priority of cognitive processes
over emotions.
4. Dimensional Emotion Theories – providing a suitable framework for
representing emotions from a structural perspective. These theories established
that emotions can be differentiated on the basis of dimensional parameters, such
as arousal and valence. Russell [29, 30] proposes a two-dimensional framework
consisting of pleasantness and activation to characterize a variety of affective
phenomena such as emotions, mood and feelings. Another approach is the threedimensional framework proposed by Russell and Mehrabian [31], which
describes emotions based on their level of pleasantness, arousal, and dominance.
This model is known as the PAD model [32].
Furthermore, there are also a number of psychological theories of emotion that do
not fit exactly into the ones outlined above, focusing on a specific aspect or
component of emotion, such as motivation or action preparation, or combined
features from the major theoretical orientations (see [33]).
Computational Models of Emotion are complex software systems conceived to
embrace design decisions and assumptions, inherited from the psychological and
computational traditions from where they emerged, and synthesize the operations and
architectures of some components that constitute the process of human emotions [34].
In general, computational models of emotion include mechanisms for the evaluation
of emotional stimuli, the elicitation of emotions, and the generation of emotional
responses, creating means for the recognition of emotions from human users and
artificial agents, the simulation and expression of emotional feelings and the
execution of emotional responses (or behaviors) [35]. Table 1 illustrates some
computational models of emotion according to some theoretical models of emotion.
For other reviews of computational models of emotion consult [34, 36, 37].
Table 1. Some computational models of emotion
Computational Model

Theoretical Model

Computational Techniques

CATHEXIS[38]

Physiological theory by Damasio [3] and
Appraisal theories by Roseman [39].
Marvin Minsky’s Paradigm [40].
Combination of OCC [27] and Roseman’s
[39] appraisal theories.

Synthetic Agents

FLAME [41]
ALMA [42]
WASABI [43]
KISMET[45]

OCC appraisal theory [27] and PAD
dimensional theory [32].
OCC [27] and Scherer [44] appraisal
theory and PAD dimensional theory [32].
Physiological theories of Tinbergen and
Lorenz and PAD dimensional theory.

Software Agent (does not
incorporate group behavior);
Fuzzy logic
Virtual Character or Agent
Software Agents; BDI
Robotic Agent

The work presented in this paper is based on a combination of the WASABI and
KISMET’s computational models, applied to organizations in a collaborative
environment, as presented in the following sections.
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4 Proposed Modeling Framework
In this work, the C-EMO modeling framework is proposed, which was developed to
simulate dynamically changing emotions in virtual agents representing members of a
CN. As known, members of a CN are organizations that might be dispersed
geographically with different purposes and competences, and not human beings, yet
they are managed by humans. Emotions are without any doubt related to humans and
it is unquestionable that organizations cannot feel emotions in the same way humans
do. Nevertheless, the authors believe that a kind of individual emotional state of an
organization can be appraised once it makes part of a virtual environment that
presupposes interaction and collaboration among its members.
In this context, the main challenges herein are twofold: first what aspects of the
emotion theories should be applicable to organizations and second how to capture the
stimulus, the evidences and the concepts that should be used in order to mount a
model based on human-related emotional theories but applied to organizations.
Furthermore we should take into consideration that the applied methods should be
non-intrusive, i.e., preserving the privacy of each organization. Another aspect that is
also developed, but out of this paper’s scope, is the concept of collaborative
emotional state that represents the CN’s emotional state as a whole.

Fig. 1. C-EMO Modeling Framework

In order to accomplish the proposed challenges, the C-EMO Modeling Framework
illustrated in Fig. 1 was designed, comprising four main systems:
 Perception System: Collects the external events, environmental states and
stimuli from the CN environment in conjunction with the internal state of the
member agent in order to prepare an emotional evidences vector of the
individual agent.
 Internal System: Maintains the information about the individual agent updated.
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 Emotion System: Responsible for assessing the emotional evidences, activating
the corresponding agent’s emotion and making the emotion manifest to the CN
environment.
 Behavior System: According to the activated emotion, a behavioral response(s)
is designated to the agent and made available to the CN environment.

Due to the complexity and dynamic nature of emotions, the C-EMO framework
was modeled using the Agent-Based and System Dynamics methodologies. In AgentBased Modeling (ABM), a complex system is modeled as a collection of autonomous
decision-making entities called agents (either individual or collective entities such as
organizations or groups). Each agent individually evaluates its situation and makes
decisions on the basis of a set of rules. According to Siebers et al. [46], an AgentBased Modeling system should be used when the problem has a natural representation
of agents, i.e., when the goal is modeling the behavior and interactions of individual
entities in a diverse population in the form of a range of alternatives or futures. In this
line, the individual entities are the CN members and the diverse population is the
collection of individual members that belong to the collaborative network. Thus, each
CN individual member is represented by an agent and the collection of members are
represented by a population of agents that “live” inside the agent that represents the
Collaborative Network as illustrated below (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Agent-Based Model of the Collaborative Network Environment

The model is then composed of two different types of agents; (i) the Individual
Member Agent (IMA), which represents each participating member of the CN, and (ii)
the CN Agent (CNA), which represents the CN itself and thus the collection of IMA
agents that belong to the CN.
The focus of this paper is on the modeling and simulation/estimation of IMA
agent’s emotions. In the C-EMO Framework it is the Emotion System that is
responsible for it.
Emotion System. The Emotion System is composed of two main modules. The first
one is responsible for the emotional appraisal and the second one is in charge of
activating the corresponding emotion for the individual agent, as depicted in Fig. 3.
The Emotional Assessment module receives, from the Perception System, an
emotional evidences vector that is composed of different parameters relative to the
IMA agent own data and also with information about the CN environment, through
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the CNA agent. For this paper purposes, the interactions of the IMA agent and the
CNA agent are not taken into consideration. Table 2 describes the parameters
composing the emotional evidences.

Fig. 3. Emotion System

The two modules composing the Emotional Assessment are the Individual
Emotional Model and the Individual Emotional Simulation. Due to uncertainty of
how emotions emerge in a virtual collaborative network and how they influence the
collaboration itself, a qualitative approach for modeling emotions is proposed using
the methodology of System Dynamics.
Table 2. Emotional Evidences Vector
Parameters

Description

Past Valence

The previous value of Valence. Represents one dimension of the past emotional state of the
Member and assumes the initial value of the Valence variable.

Past Arousal

The previous value of Arousal. Represents the other dimension of the past emotional state
of the Member and assumes the initial value of the Arousal variable.

VBE Total VOs

The total number of VOs operating within the VBE. Parameter given by the VBE
Management System.

# VOs as
Planner

The number of VOs a Member belongs to as a Planner. Parameter given by the VBE
Management System.

# VOs as
Partner

The number of VOs a Member belongs to as a Partner. Parameter given by the VBE
Management System.

Net Income
Value

The total earnings or profit of a Member. This is the result of the difference between the
total revenue and the total expenses. Parameter calculated by the VBE Management System.

Member
Satisfaction

Represents the level of satisfaction of the Member. This parameter is calculated through a
questionnaire that is sent to the VBE Members periodically.

Member Needs
& Expectations

Represents the level of expectancy a Member has achieved/met regarding its involvement in
the VBE. This parameter is calculated through a questionnaire that is sent to the Member
when it joins the VBE and whenever the Member wishes, during the VBE lifecycle.
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Performance
Evaluation

The performance evaluation value of the Member. This parameter is given by the VBE
Management System

Belonging
Groups

The percentage of groups a Member belongs to in a certain time. This parameter is
calculated by the VBE Management System and is the difference between the number of
groups joined and the number of groups left by the Member in relation to the total number
of existing groups within the VBE.

Shared
Knowledge &
Resources

The percentage of knowledge and resources a Member shares within the VBE. This
parameter is estimated by the VBE Management system and represents the relation between
the knowledge and resources a Member shares and the generation of knowledge that result
from it.

Communication
Frequency

The rate at which the Member communicates with others within the VBE. This parameter is
based on a social network analysis of the VBE environment and is given by the VBE
Management System.

Communication
Intensity

The measure of the effectiveness of communication within the collaborative VBE
environment. This parameter, which is also based on the theory and analysis of social
networks, is delivered by the VBE Management System.

Invitations to
Form VOs

The percentage of invitations to form VOs a Member has, in relation to the total of existent
VOs in preparation phase within the VBE.

System Dynamics Modeling (SDM), initially proposed by Jay Forrester[47], is a
methodology and set of modeling tools that allows the understanding of the behavior
of complex systems over time. It deals with internal feedback loops and time delays
that affect the behavior of the entire system. It has two model representations: i)
causal loop diagrams (qualitative), which are used to depict the basic cause-effect
mechanisms of the system and also the circular chains of those mechanisms that form
a feedback or closed loop; and ii) stock and flow diagrams (quantitative) that show
relationships between variables that have the potential to change over time and
distinguishes between different types of variables. The resulting structure of the
system, built with stocks and flows, determines the behavior of the system. The
corresponding emotion causal loop diagram and stock and flow diagram of the IMA
agent is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.
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Fig. 4. Emotion Causal Loop Model

Fig. 5. Emotion Stock and Flows Model

The dynamic model proposed for the representation of individual emotion in CNs
is based on the Russell’s pair of variables and follows the agent dynamics of Garcia’s
baseline model for emotional dynamics[48]. Russell’s circumplex model [29], states
that all affective states arise from two fundamental variables: Valence, a pleasuredispleasure continuum, and Arousal that is related to the level of activation,
uncertainty, novelty, expectation and complexity of the stimuli. Therefore, each
individual emotion can be understood as a linear combination of these two
dimensions and the IMA agent emotional state described as:
(1)
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In this way, the IMA agent expresses its emotional state according to the tuple of
values of valence and arousal. Both variables ranging between -1 and 1.
Taking into consideration that members of collaborative networks are
organizations, four individual emotions were adopted, two positives and two
negatives as described in Table 3. Following the Russell’s dimensional approach there
is one possible active emotion for each circumplex quadrant that is the result of the
equation (1).
Table 3. The Adopted Emotions and their dimensional placement
Emotions

Synonyms

Dimensions

Excitement
Contentment
Frustration
Depression

Active, enthusiastic
Relaxed
Afraid, nervous, angry
Apathy, miserable

Valence >0; Arousal >0
Valence >0; Arousal<0
Valence <0; Arousal >0
Valence<0; Arousal<0

5 Model Implementation and Simulation Results
The first developments of the Emotional System were conducted within the GloNet
project [4], which was extremely helpful because it was possible to present the
concept and the main ideas behind this work to end-users and get some feedback in
what concerns its practical usefulness and find alternative approaches [49, 50]. One of
the principal insights was that due to the inexistence of available data to validate the
work, there is a need for a notable amount of experimentation, and this is the reason
why the work evolved to develop, in a second step, a modeling framework based on
System Dynamics Modeling and Agent-Based Modeling. In this context, this second
implementation was developed using the AnyLogic multi-method simulation tool
[51], which comprises, on a single object-oriented platform, three modeling and
simulation methods: System Dynamics [47], Agent-Based, and Discrete Event [52].
In order to make a preliminary evaluation of the proposed emotion model, a
scenario was designed for a given Company A. The idea behind the scenario consists
in a simulation of the daily life of the company during 100 days. Having into account
the lack of a real data set, some assumptions were taken in order to have the first
results of the proposed model, as follows.
Table 4. Simulation assumptions
Assumptions
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A company when invited to form a VO gets enthusiastic.
A company seeing its expectations met tends to stay comfortable.
A company whose performance evaluation is high tends to be pleased.
A company that shares its knowledge and resources and maintains working groups is more
energetic.
A company that is satisfied keeps engaged.

During the simulation period, several parameters of the emotional evidences vector
change according to the previous assumptions, as shown in Table 5. The initial
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emotional state of the member company is neutral. The values in bold are the ones
that change in order to cope with the assumptions.
Table 5. Adopted simulation scenario for a Company A
Parameters

Day 0 - 15
(A2+A3)

Day 15 – 30
(all)

Day 30 - 50
(A2+A3 +A5)

Day 50-70
(none)

Day 70
(A4)

Past Valence
Past Arousal
VBE Total VOs
VOs as Planner
VOs as Partner
Net Income Value
Member Satisfaction
Member Needs & Expect.
Performance Evaluation
Belonging Groups
Shared Knowledge & Resou.
Communication Frequency
Communication Intensity
Invitations to Form VOs
Emotion Activation

0
0
3
1
1
100 000
50%
100%
5
50%
50%
0.2
2.5
0
Contentment

0.4
-0.3
3
1
1
100 000
100%
100%
5
100%
100%
0.2
2.5
1
Excitement 

0.7
0.2
3
1
1
100 000
100%
20%
2
100%
100%
0.2
2.5
1

-0.3
-0.1
3
1
1
100 000
20%
20%
0.5
20%
20%
0.2
2.5
0
Depression

-0.3
0.3
3
1
1
100 000
20%
20%
0.5
100%
100%
0.2
2.5
0
Frustration

Excitement 

The implementation of the model and the simulation results are presented in Fig. 6.
On the left hand side the evolution of the tuple (Valence, Arousal) is presented. On
the right hand side, a representation of the circumplex model.

Fig. 6. Simulation runs and results
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In a first overall analysis, the proposed model provided promising indications.
Nevertheless, it was found that some adjustments are needed on two main aspects: a)
the weight of some of the parameters and, b) the time of the emotion decay.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The C-EMO Modeling Framework is introduced with the aim to conceptualize the
notion of Collaborative Emotions within the context of a collaborative environment.
A model based on Agent-Based and System Dynamics Modeling and Simulation is
presented in order to model and simulate individual emotions generated by IMA
agents. At the end some simulations results for a partial validation of the model are
shown.
Future work relies on developing the Behavior System of the C-EMO Modeling
Framework and developing a model to estimate the Collective Emotional State of the
CN.
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